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Abstract

To promote successful breeding against brachycephalic obstructive airway syndrome (BOAS), it is important to assess how BOAS 
signs progress during young adulthood and how evaluation age and ageing affect the results of chosen breeding selection tools. The 
aims of this study were to assess how veterinary-assessed and owner-reported BOAS signs and exercise test results change when 
dogs age. Eight English Bulldogs, 25 French Bulldogs, and 31 Pugs that had undergone previous evaluation were re-examined 2–
3 years later. An owner questionnaire regarding BOAS signs, a veterinary assessment of BOAS severity, and exercise, ie walk tests 
were re-performed. In Pugs, both 6-min walking distance and 1,000-m time worsened and the initial evaluation age had a significant 
effect on the 1,000-m time. No significant changes were seen in the results of the French Bulldogs but a negative effect on the 
1,000-m time was seen with weight gain. Exercise test statistics were not performed with regard to English Bulldogs due to low 
sample size. The veterinary-assessed BOAS severity class remained the same in the majority of dogs and the BOAS grade worsened 
mostly in those dogs that were initially evaluated at less than two years of age. Most owners reported no major changes in BOAS 
severity. BOAS grading and walk tests were easy to repeat and results remained relatively constant in dogs initially evaluated at over 
two years of age, supporting the use of these breeding selection tools. However, further, large-scale offspring studies are still needed. 
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Introduction 
Brachycephalic obstructive airway syndrome (BOAS) is a 
major welfare concern in flat-faced dog breeds, such as the 
English Bulldog, French Bulldog, and Pug. Signs include 
exercise intolerance, heat sensitivity, respiratory difficulties, 
sleep and gastrointestinal disturbances and are directly linked 
to short facial and skull anatomy. In severe cases, the dogs 
suffer from syncope, cyanosis, and even death. (Hendricks 
2004; Poncet et al 2005, Riecks et al 2007; Roedler et al 2013). 
Although it is a commonly held opinion that signs of BOAS 
worsen when dogs age, the evidence is limited. Clinical 
signs can already be severe by 12 months of age (Knecht 
1979) and the mean age for the visit to the veterinarian for 
evaluation due to clinical signs is 3–4 years (Lorinson et al 
1997; Monnet 2008). Several studies have also reported 
outcomes and progression of BOAS signs pre- and post-
upper respiratory tract surgery (Torrez & Hunt 2006; Riecks 
et al 2007; De Lorenzi et al 2009; Liu et al 2017a, 2019). 
However, to our knowledge, the natural progression of 
BOAS signs in brachycephalic dogs during adulthood 
without corrective surgery has not been reported. 
The popularity of brachycephalic breeds has grown enor-
mously while, simultaneously, public demand for more 

ethical and healthier breeding standards for these breeds has 
risen (Honey 2017; Ladlow et al 2018). In our previous 
studies (Lilja-Maula et al 2017; Aromaa et al 2019) we have 
shown sub-maximal exercise test results to correlate with the 
severity of BOAS which could therefore allow them to aid 
breeding selection. These sub-maximal exercise tests, such as 
the 1,000-m walk test and the 6-min walk test (6MWT), 
evaluate dogs’ exercise capacity and recovery, both of which 
are major elements affected by BOAS as well as being safe 
and easy to perform in dogs suffering from respiratory 
problems since they are self-paced. Walk tests performed in 
human medicine, such as the 6MWT, are commonly used to 
evaluate exercise capacity and prognosis in patients with 
chronic respiratory diseases (ATS Committee on Proficiency 
Standards for Clinical Pulmonary Function Laboratories 
2002; ATS Technical Standard 2014). Currently, a number of 
breed associations and kennel clubs use exercise tests to 
assess the respiratory health of brachycephalic dogs (Dutch 
Kennel Club 2014; Bartels et al 2015; Finnish Kennel Club 
2018). Additionally, a recent pilot study evaluated the 
usability of the 6MWT to objectively assess the outcome 
after BOAS surgery and found that in the majority of dogs 
results improved post-surgery (Villedieu et al 2019). In 
addition to the exercise test, which takes into account 
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